Pro Scouting Report
PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Pro Position(s)

#

LB

55

Brown, Jayon

Scout Name (Last, First)

2-26-95 (25)

Hardee, Elijah

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

UCLA (CALA)

17–5th–TEN

Tennessee Titans

Games Played

Games Started

50

25

INJURIES
KEY STATS

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

27

54%

Positions Started Captain

ILB

Trending up in production as he set career highs in total tackles (105), solo tackles (69),
assists (36). He has produced steady trend in rise of production each year since he
entered the league. The rise in production also shows that the groin and shoulder injuries
he suffered this season did not drastically affect his production on the field.

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Height

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

Arm

6000

226

4.56

1.63

31.4

9 5/8

31.5

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

7.28

4.53

120"

17

EXPOSURES

2019: at ATL 9/29, vs BUF 10/06, vs TB 10/27, vs NO 12/22, at KC 1/19

STRENGTHS

Athletic Ability / Mental Processing in the Run Game / Awareness in Coverage

WEAKNESSES

No

2017-No injuries , 2018 -No injuries, 2019 -Groin (Week 7 & 10), Shoulder (Div.
Playoffs)

Frame and Length / Man Coverage on Deep Routes / Block Shedding vs. Bigger OL / TE

SCHEME FIT

Can play in a 4-man and 3-man front as an ILB. He should play in a 4-man front as a WLB.
This will allow him to play in space, limiting his ability to take-on OL. A scheme where his
man coverage responsibilities are manly RBs / FBs coming out of the backfield. A scheme
that utilizes bigger DL to keep OL form getting to the second level and keeps the LBs clean
to read, scrape and make plays.

PROJECTION

Good starting WLB, as he is someone who can help you win football games with his
athletic ability and physicality. Can help you win with bigger DL to keep OL form getting
to the second level and keeps the LBs clean to read, scrape and make plays He can help
you win vs. the run with his good mental process and diagnostic skills. Someone who is
athletic enough to leave on the field in Nickle and other sub package in passing situations.
Size will be an issue when matching up with lengthier TEs / WRs when in Man Coverage.
A 4th year LB from Long Beach, CA who has started 25 of 50 career games, including 16 of
16 in 2019 which includes a trip to the AFC Conference Championship. He played under

BACKGROUND 2nd year Head Coach Mike Vrabel, 2nd year Defensive Coordinator Dean Pees, and 2nd

year LB Coach Tyrone McKenzie. They used him as an inside backer in 3-4 scheme. He is
set to become a free agent during the offseason of 2021.

BODY TYPE / AA

Exhibits adequate frame displaying poor height and adequate weight with solid arm
length and good hand size, showing a thin yet muscular build. Good athletic ability with a
combination of good straight-line speed, explosiveness, balance, agility, quickness and
solid COD.

POSITIVES IN PASS GAME
Against the Pass, shows good awareness as he turns his head and eyes looking for and passing off routes that
come in and out of his zone. Displays the ability to leverage the routes in his area has the deep middle dropper
in Cover 2. In Man Coverage, he has the speed and athletic ability to mirror TEs / RBs on short / intermediate
routes with over top help on deep routes. When the ball is thrown shows a solid ability to break on the ball,
using good pad level and solid technique to wrap up and bring the ball carrier down in space. Shows solid
mental toughness as he uses timing and anticipatory skills to make plays on the ball at the catch point when
his length puts him at a disadvantage. Has good overall ball skills, as he shows the ability to track the ball in
the air and make a play on the ball using his solid play speed, UOHs, agility and good coordination.

POSITIVES IN RUN GAME
Against the Run, displays very good mental processing, as he is able to quickly key and diagnose by reading
the guards movements on the snap, along with the movements in the backfield to put himself in position to
make a play. Good vs. interior runs, displays good pad level, good play strength, and solid hand placement
when engaging and leveraging Base and Zone blocks vs OL/TE with adequate foot speed and agility, as he uses
his good quickness and solid UOHs / COD to overcome his deficiencies in length and size. Uses good short area
quickness and solid hand placement to defeat zone blocks and solid UOHs and foot speed to leverage and
evade Base blocks both by slipping blocks with minimal contact with potential blocker. Overall solid ability to
leverage and shed blocks with minimal contact vs. smaller OL and TEs. Around the LOS, does a solid job
working through the traffic to get to the ball carrier. Against Outside run, displays very good processing and
diagnosis, as he maintains solid inside out leverage to eliminate cut back lanes as a backside defender.
Displays solid play speed and good lateral agility to shuffle laterally in his pursuit. Exhibits good play strength
as he is a physical tackler after shedding, he wraps up and drives through ball carriers to minimize additional
yardage vs. solid power runners and good elusive backs between the tackles. Solid competitive toughness as
he fills and tackles with aggressiveness and forcefulness.

NEGATIVES IN PASS GAME
Struggles to maintain leverage with short / intermediate routes in his area vs. play action due to his
aggressiveness which causes him to take false steps before entering into his drop. In man coverage will bite on
double moves and hesitation fakes due to his aggressiveness. Limited in his ability to carry TEs / WRs with
good height / length up the field as he would struggles to complete at the catch point due to his lack of length.
Even when he is in phase, the QB can still target the offensive players with jump balls that will test the LBs ball
and coverage skills. Therefore, his coverage ability is QB dependent.

NEGATIVES IN RUN GAME
Against the Run, when playing as an edge player (9-Tech), shows an adequate ability to squeeze and leverage
his gap, allowing for wider run lanes and cut back lanes on zone running plays due to over aggression to get up
the field on the snap leaving him out of position. Will struggles against bigger OL and other offensive players
that can physically overpower him, when attempting to shed blocks in the run game if he does not initiate the
contact. Struggles to make consistent open field tackles vs. elusive backs due an inconsistent ability to
consistently breakdown and change his momentum in space.

